AN ACT RENAMING THE PORTION OF THE MOUNTAIN PROVINCE BOUNDARY-CALANAN-ENRILE ROAD, STRETCHING FROM THE ANTONIO CANAO BRIDGE IN BARANGAY CALANAN, TRAVERSING THROUGH BARANGAYS BULANAO AND IPIL, UP TO THE ALIOG BRIDGE IN BARANGAY NAMBARAN, ALL IN THE CITY OF TABUK IN THE PROVINCE OF KALINGA, AS MANUEL S. AGYAO BOULEVARD

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the Philippines in Congress assembled:

SECTION 1. The portion of the Mountain Province Boundary-Calanan-Enrile Road, stretching from the Antonio Canao Bridge in Barangay Calanan, traversing through barangays Bulanao and Ipil, up to the Allog Bridge in Barangay Nambaran, all in the City of Tabuk in the Province of Kalinga, is hereby renamed as Manuel S. Agyao Boulevard.

SEC. 2. The Department of Public Works and Highways shall issue the necessary rules, orders, and circulars to implement the provisions of this Act within sixty (60) days from its effectivity.